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Solo Freestyle Junioren

Is not regulated by the FAI. WINDOBONA hosts this discipline to present children the possibility to
participate in our event with adjusted regulation and have fun being part in our competition.

There will be 4 Rounds in which the participants can show their skills in a preferably creative way.

There 4 Rounds will concist of

•
•
•
•

Compulsory 1
Best Trick
Compulsory 2
Free Routine

Scores will be given for skills and ingenuity

Best Trick
Every participant shows his or her best Trick.
Scores will be given for

creativity & difficulty-level

Free Routine
In this round everybody is supposed to show, what they are capable of.
Each participant has 60 seconds, to present his or her own routine and astonish the audience.
There are no boundaries for your creativity !!!
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Compulsory
Every participant has 45 seconds to present the following moves and connect them in a
preferably innovative way

Compulsory 1

Belly Carve

a straight Belly-Carve is supposed to be performed at 360°.

T - Time

a static T is supposed to be held for at least 3 seconds. Doing so the
judges should be faced and the legs should be straight.
Performing this move on the back will score higher than on the belly

Super - (wo)man

The Super - (wo)man should mainly be very convincing. The judges
should be wondering whether YOU are the real deal.

Compulsory 2

Hakuna Matata

The Legs should be crossed and the arms put back behind the head. The
flyer is supposed to look like he or her is leaning back in a relaxing
manner. The position shold be held for at least 3 seconds.
In the best case, the Flyer is centered in the tunnel and holds the level.

Wall - Walk

Walking at the walls for at least 5 steps
Walking horizontal scores higher than vertical

Back - Belly Transition

The flyer is positioned sideways to the judges and performs a back to
belly transition.
The bigger and consistent the transition, the higer the score
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